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Introduction {#apt13446-sec-0006}
============

The global burden of cirrhosis and of primary liver cancer, its main complication, increased by 30% from 1990 to 2010 in US, and Europe reaching the 8th and the 30th rank of leading diseases and injuries contributing to years of life lost (YLLs) due to pre‐mature mortality.[1](#apt13446-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} This increase in YLLs may not only be related to the spread of hepatitis C[2](#apt13446-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#apt13446-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} but also to the misdiagnosis of liver fibrosis progression in the four most frequent chronic liver diseases: viral hepatitis chronic hepatitis B (CHB),[4](#apt13446-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} chronic hepatitis C (CHC), alcoholic liver disease (ALD) and non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD).[5](#apt13446-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

To be more effective we suggested a 'fibrosis‐oriented' direct screening strategy and not a 'liver‐disease‐oriented' indirect strategy.[6](#apt13446-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} To improve the access to fibrosis staging, and replace liver function test and biopsy, many non‐invasive fibrosis biomarkers have been assessed since 1991,[7](#apt13446-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} including systematic reviews since 2002.[8](#apt13446-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Most of these reviews focused on a specific liver disease such as CHC,[9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#apt13446-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} CHB,[11](#apt13446-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#apt13446-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#apt13446-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} NAFLD,[14](#apt13446-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#apt13446-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} and ALD.[16](#apt13446-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

These reviews, including those from our team, have had several methodological limitations that could result in misleading conclusions when tests were compared.[17](#apt13446-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The main limitations of previous systematic overviews were the absence of the following five methods: direct comparisons between tests[9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; intention to diagnose (ITD) analysis:[18](#apt13446-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#apt13446-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Bayesian comparisons[20](#apt13446-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; adjustment on spectrum effect[18](#apt13446-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; individual data meta‐analysis[17](#apt13446-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and systematic review of prognostic performances.[17](#apt13446-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#apt13446-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

Direct comparisons have been reviewed only once, in CHC, and showed slightly better performance of FibroTest vs. APRI.[9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} For CHB, the last overviews of blood tests did not focus on direct comparisons (Table S1) .[11](#apt13446-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#apt13446-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#apt13446-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}

Bayesian comparisons are based on less assumption about data distribution than standard frequentist methods.[20](#apt13446-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#apt13446-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Frequentist conclusion is sensitive to multiple comparisons and multiple looks. Bayesian method provides a 'credible interval' which is more robust and can be used in lieu of the *P*‐value of frequentist tests as a measure of the evidence strength. Contrarily to the frequentist 'confidence interval', a 95% 'credible interval' is one that has a 95% chance of containing the population risk ratio.[23](#apt13446-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Using this approach would improve standard methods of meta‐analysis, which give an incomplete picture of the relative benefits of diagnostic tests.

Due to these limitations, we aimed to perform an improved systematic review, focusing on direct comparisons between the four most frequently used, discussed and recommended tests,[3](#apt13446-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#apt13446-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#apt13446-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#apt13446-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} at least for CHC since 2001: FibroTest,[26](#apt13446-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} aspartate aminotransferase (AST)--platelet (PLT) ratio index (APRI),[27](#apt13446-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} FIB4 index,[28](#apt13446-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} and transient elastography (TE) by Fibroscan.[29](#apt13446-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} We focus also on the most investigated chronic liver diseases, CHC and CHB, as too few direct comparisons have been performed so far in ALD and NAFLD.[14](#apt13446-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#apt13446-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#apt13446-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#apt13446-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Because of the limited number of direct comparisons between tests as well as their universal use for both CHC and CHB, the primary population was the meta‐analysis including studies in CHC and CHB.

Methods {#apt13446-sec-0007}
=======

The protocol was developed using a standardised process available in Data S1. We focused on direct comparisons of the AUROCs between FibroTest, APRI, FIB4 and TE, for the diagnosis of advanced fibrosis (METAVIR F2F3F4) and cirrhosis (F4), in ITD. AUROCs' differences were assessed by four methods. These methods were performed in four groups of patients according to aetiology: studies including only CHC (Only‐C), CHB (Only‐B), Mixed‐CB and the pooling of all (All‐CB). The primary method was the Bayesian method in ITD, and the primary population All‐CB due to the limited number of studies.

Blood tests combined several components: FibroTest combined in patented algorithm alpha‐2 macroglobulin, apolipoprotein A1, haptoglobin, total bilirubin and gamma‐glutamyl transpeptidase (adjusted according to age and gender), APRI is the ratio between AST (in upper limit of the normal, ULN units) and platelet counts; FIB4 formula is the following: (age \[year\] × AST \[U/L\])/(PLT \[10^9^/L\] × ALT \[U/L\]).

Study selection {#apt13446-sec-0008}
---------------

The criteria for inclusion of studies were the following: adult patients (mean of age 18 years or older) explored for Only‐C, Only‐B or Mixed‐CB; in Mixed‐CB, when other diseases than CHC or CHB (Mixed‐CBO) were mixed, Others must represented less than 49% of CHC and CHB total; liver biopsy was taken as a reference; fibrosis must have been staged using METAVIR scoring system or any equivalent score, expressed as 'clinically significant (advanced) fibrosis', defined as bridging fibrosis (stage F2--F3--F4), and cirrhosis (stage F4); at least two tests simultaneously performed of the following four tests: FibroTest, APRI, FIB4 and TE using Fibroscan with M‐probe (TE) with performances expressed using AUROC. Discrepancies were resolved through consensus.

Data sources and searches {#apt13446-sec-0009}
-------------------------

The objective of our search strategy was to identify studies with the defined inclusion criteria. We searched MEDLINE (January 2002 to February 2014), and Scopus. The literature was reviewed using PubMed with the following keywords: fibrosis, cirrhosis, liver, APRI, FibroTest, FibroSure, FIB‐4, liver stiffness measurement, TE and FibroScan.

Study quality rating {#apt13446-sec-0010}
--------------------

One investigator (YN) abstracted details about study design, patient population, setting, interventions, analysis, follow‐up and results, and a second investigator reviewed data for accuracy (MH). Two investigators (TP, YN) independently applied pre‐defined criteria of Chou *et al*. to assess the quality of each study as good, fair or poor.[9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Discrepancies were resolved through consensus.

Statistical methods {#apt13446-sec-0011}
-------------------

We assess the range of differences using different methods (M1--M4) for the various comparisons, noting those instances in which the differences were generally larger across analytic methods or when the median estimate was really different from the estimates based on pooling. The endpoints were the AUROCs for advanced fibrosis and for cirrhosis. Four methods were used to assess the differences in AUROCs between the four tests.

The primary end point was the Bayesian method (M4) never used before, nonfrequentist and assessing the pooled direct differences. The descriptive direct method (M1) with median and range was the method of reference recommended by Chou *et al*.,[9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} which permitted to approve the use of blood tests such as FibroTest for DAA payments in US. Two other methods were used, as used in several overviews, one frequentist indirect (M2) assessing difference between pooled AUROC difference, and one frequentist direct (M3) assessing the pooled direct difference between AUROCs.

M4, a Bayesian approach, enabled the limitations of the frequentist methods to be overcome, especially providing credibility interval instead of confidence interval (CI). As the covariance between two tests was not given in studies, and there was no independent population in direct comparison that would allow the covariance between two tests to be set to 0, the 'frequentist approach' might be not relevant. Therefore, we developed a Bayesian model that allowed us to relax some of these limitations (Data S1). A random effects model of meta‐analysis within a Bayesian framework was used to assess the pooled AUROC differences in each pair of tests. M4 used 'R2jags' package in R software 3.0.2 (<https://www.r-project.org/>). We used 10 000 iterations, a burn‐in of 1000, a thin of 2 and 3 Markov chain Monte Carlo. We checked graphically the convergence of the Monte Carlo samples by Gelman--Rubin convergence diagnostic, auto‐correlation and successive convergence for each parameter. The difference was considered as 'significant', when the 95% credibility interval did not include the 0 value.

M2, a frequentist indirect approach, assessed the difference between pooled AUROCs. A meta‐analysis with random effects was performed for each diagnostic test, stratified by aetiology, endpoint and comparisons. As there were only two tests by head‐to‐head comparison, two meta‐analyses were performed (one by test) and the difference of the two pooled AUROCs was assessed. M3, a frequentist direct approach, assessed the pooled difference between AUROCs. We used standard direct meta‐analysis (inverse variance‐weighted method) with random effects, which assessed the pooled difference in AUROCs between two tests as stratified by aetiology and endpoint.[30](#apt13446-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} As the covariance between the two AUROCs was unknown, it was set to 0 although this hypothesis was unlikely. For M2 and M3, the pooled differences were considered 'significant', when the 95% CI did not include 0 value. For frequentist methods, no corrections were used to prevent the risk of multiple testing as the significance of the primary outcome was tested with the credibility interval, which reduces the risk of false‐positive conclusions.[21](#apt13446-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#apt13446-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

### Intention to diagnose {#apt13446-sec-0012}

Comparison with per‐protocol analysis, which excluded tests' failure or unreliable tests, ITD only impacted TE and FibroTest, which have rules for excluding failure and nonreliable results.[18](#apt13446-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, APRI and FIB4 had several risks of nonreliable results due mainly to the impact of necro‐inflammatory activity on transaminases ALT or AST, but without recognised standard criteria for reliability or expression of ULN.[31](#apt13446-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Two ITD methods were used. The primary ITD method (ITD1) used was the intuitive method suggested by Poynard *et al*.[18](#apt13446-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} The hypothesis was that among the non‐applicable tests, the subject had 50% probability to be correctly classified. The other method (ITD2) used three scenarios to check the significance, was detailed in Data S1.

### Sensitivity analyses {#apt13446-sec-0013}

A per‐protocol analysis, and ITD2 were performed with all studies. The following sensitivity analyses were performed after successive exclusion of: studies with poor quality; studies including special populations (HIV coinfection, transplantation, haemodialysed, dialysis, associated mixed cryoglobulinemia vasculitis, beta‐thalassaemia); studies in CHC with persistent normal ALT; Mixed‐CB; Mixed‐CB without those which included other disease than CHC or CHB (Mixed‐CBO); studies with less than 100 patients, and non‐independent studies.

### Spectrum effect {#apt13446-sec-0014}

The spectrum effect on AUROC variability was assessed, by viewing the association between the AUROCs and fibrosis spectrum (DANA indices), as previously described.[32](#apt13446-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#apt13446-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}

Results {#apt13446-sec-0015}
=======

Selection of studies {#apt13446-sec-0016}
--------------------

From 2001 to 2014, of the 1,321 biomarkers' articles identified, 71 studies were found to be eligible (Data S2 and Tables S2, S3), 17 (24%) were from France and 10 (14%) from China; 66 (93%) studies were independent from the authors of this overview, three were performed by the authors and two were mixed (inclusion of patients from authors' team but not involved in the data analyses). Of the 77 groups of patients (this total was named 'All‐CB', as one study could included between one to three groups of aetiology such as one Only‐C, one Only‐B or one Mixed‐CB), analysed in the 71 studies, 37 included Only‐C, 28 Only‐B and 12 Mixed‐CB. There were 185 direct comparisons between the four tests' AUROCs, 99 for the diagnosis of advanced fibrosis (12 725 patients) and 86 for cirrhosis (10 929 patients). Of the 185 comparisons, 28 involved FibroTest vs. TE, 35 FibroTest vs. APRI, 11 FibroTest vs. FIB4, 35 TE vs. APRI, 13 TE vs. FIB4 and 63 APRI vs. FIB4 (Figure [1](#apt13446-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Direct comparisons between APRI,FIB4, FibroTest and TE. (a) Direct comparisons of biomarkers performance in All‐CB patients. Of the 185 comparisons, 28 (15/13) (15 Fibrosis F2F3F4/13 cirrhosis F4) involved FibroTest vs. TE, 35 (21/14) FibroTest vs. APRI, 11 (5/6) FibroTest vs. FIB4, 35 (21/14) TE vs. APRI, 13 (6/7) TE vs. FIB4 and 63 (35/28) APRI vs. FIB4. (b) Direct comparisons of biomarkers performance in Only‐C patients. Of the 88 comparisons, 5 (2/3) (2 F2F3F4/ 3 F4) involved FibroTest vs. TE, 17 (11/6) FibroTest vs. APRI, 5 (2/3) FibroTest vs. FIB4, 20 (10/10) TE vs. APRI, 7 (3/4) TE vs. FIB4 and 34 (19/15) APRI vs. FIB4. (c) Direct comparisons of biomarkers performance in Mixed‐CB patients. Of the 34 comparisons, 12 (7/5) involved FibroTest vs. TE, 5 (3/2) FibroTest vs. APRI, 2 (1/1) FibroTest vs. FIB4, 8 (4/4) TE vs. APRI, 4 (2/2) TE vs. FIB4 and 5 (2/3) APRI vs. FIB4. (d) Direct comparisons of biomarkers performance in Only‐B patients. Of the 63 comparisons, 11 (6/5) involved FibroTest vs. TE, 13 (7/6) FibroTest vs. APRI, 4 (2/2) FibroTest vs. FIB4, 7 (3/4) TE vs. APRI, 4 (2/2) TE vs. FIB4, and 24 (14/10) APRI vs. FIB4.](APT-43-16-g001){#apt13446-fig-0001}

Median applicability rates were 0.870 for TE and 0.965 for FibroTest. The ULN for AST was described in 23 of 105 (22%) comparisons including APRI. The overall ULN range was 31--75 IU/mL. No description of the control groups used for ULN definition was given.[31](#apt13446-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The methodological quality of studies was good in four (6%), fair in 53 (74%) and poor in 14 (20%).

Comparisons of test performances {#apt13446-sec-0017}
--------------------------------

Whatever the aetiology, there was a large 'intra‐test' variability in the AUROC medians, with overlaps between their ranges both for blood tests and TE, particularly when the number of studies was lower than five, which underlined the interest of direct comparisons (Table S4, Data S3).

### Primary outcome using Bayesian methods, all‐CB {#apt13446-sec-0018}

The primary outcome, median of differences between AUROCS using Bayesian methods in all‐CB studies was significant according to credibility interval for identifying advanced fibrosis in two comparisons in favour of FibroTest vs. TE \[0.06 (0.02--0.09)\], and FibroTest vs. APRI \[0.05 (0.03--0.07)\] (Table [1](#apt13446-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, Figure [2](#apt13446-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a). For identifying cirrhosis, significant differences were observed in two comparisons: TE vs. APRI \[0.07 (0.02--0.13)\] and FIB4 vs. APRI \[0.04 (0.02--0.05)\]; no significant difference was observed for the remaining comparisons (Table [1](#apt13446-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, Figure [3](#apt13446-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a).

###### 

Direct comparisons of biomarkers performance in All‐CB patients (*n* = 185)

  Fibrosis stage   Test A   Test B   *n*   M1 Descriptive Median difference (range)   M2 indirect Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]              M3 Standard Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]                 M4 Bayesian Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]
  ---------------- -------- -------- ----- ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
  F2F3F4           FT       TE       15    0.04 (−0.10--0.14)                         0.04 \[−0.01 to 0.10\]                                       0.07 \[0.05--0.09\][a](#apt13446-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}      0.06 \[0.02--0.09\][b](#apt13446-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}
                   FT       APRI     21    0.05 (−0.06 to 0.18)                       0.06 \[0.02--0.09\][a](#apt13446-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   0.05 \[0.03--0.07\][a](#apt13446-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}      0.05 \[0.03--0.07\][b](#apt13446-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}
                   FT       FIB4     5     0.03 (−0.01 to 0.08)                       0.02 \[−0.06 to 0.11\]                                       0.02 \[−0.02 to 0.07\]                                          0.02 \[−0.05 to 0.10\]
                   TE       APRI     17    0.01 (−0.14 to 0.25)                       0.04 \[−0.03 to 0.12\]                                       0.04 \[0.00--0.08\]                                             0.04 \[0.00--0.09\]
                   TE       FIB4     6     0.04 (−0.13 to 0.15)                       0.03 \[−0.15 to 0.21\]                                       0.03 \[−0.04 to 0.10\]                                          0.03 \[−0.08 to 0.15\]
                   APRI     FIB4     35    −0.01 (−0.13 to 0.10)                      −0.01 \[−0.05 to 0.02\]                                      −0.01 \[−0.03 to 0.01\]                                         −0.01 \[−0.03 to 0.01\]
  F4               FT       TE       13    0.01 (−0.18 to 0.07)                       0.01 \[−0.04 to 0.05\]                                       0.01 \[−0.03 to 0.04\]                                          0.00 \[−0.04 to 0.04\]
                   FT       APRI     14    0.08 (−0.13 to 0.35)                       0.07 \[0.01--0.13\][a](#apt13446-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   0.05 \[0.00--0.10\]                                             0.05 \[0.00--0.11\]
                   FT       FIB4     6     0.05 (−0.03 to 0.11)                       0.06 \[−0.01 to 0.12\]                                       0.06 \[0.01--0.10\][a](#apt13446-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}      0.05 \[−0.03 to 0.12\]
                   TE       APRI     18    0.08 (−0.07 to 0.37)                       0.08 \[0.01--0.14\][a](#apt13446-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   0.07 \[0.03--0.12\][a](#apt13446-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}      0.07 \[0.02--0.13\][b](#apt13446-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}
                   TE       FIB4     7     0.13 (−0.01 to 0.25)                       0.11 \[0.03--0.19\][a](#apt13446-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   0.12 \[0.03--0.21\][a](#apt13446-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}      0.12 \[0.00--0.24\]
                   APRI     FIB4     28    −0.04 (−0.24 to 0.10)                      −0.04 \[−0.08 to 0.00\]                                      0.04 \[−0.05 to 0.02\][a](#apt13446-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   −0.04 \[−0.05 to 0.02\][b](#apt13446-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}

FibroTest (FT) had higher performance than TE and APRI for the diagnosis of advanced fibrosis (F2F3F4).

Transient elastography (TE) and FIB4 had higher performance than APRI for the diagnosis of cirrhosis (F4).

Statistically significant difference for confidence interval (not including 0; *P* \< 0.05).

The primary outcome was the Bayesian pooled AUROC difference, in all‐CB patients, considered as statistically significant when credibility interval not included 0.
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![Meta‐analysis of direct comparisons in chronic hepatitis C and B (All‐CB) for identifying advanced fibrosis.](APT-43-16-g002){#apt13446-fig-0002}

![Meta‐analysis of direct comparisons in chronic hepatitis C and B (All‐CB) for identifying cirrhosis.](APT-43-16-g003){#apt13446-fig-0003}

### Nonprimary outcomes using Bayesian methods, sub‐groups (Data S3) {#apt13446-sec-0019}

In Only‐C (Table [2](#apt13446-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}), three significant differences were observed; FibroTest vs. APRI \[advanced fibrosis: 0.05 (0.01--0.08)\], TE vs. APRI \[cirrhosis: 0.07 (0.01--0.13)\] and FIB4 vs. APRI \[cirrhosis: 0.03 (0.01 to −0.05)\]. In Only‐B (Table [3](#apt13446-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}) and Mixed‐CB (Table [4](#apt13446-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}), no significant differences were observed.

###### 

Direct comparisons of biomarkers performance in Only‐C patients (*n* = 88)

  Fibrosis stage   Test A   Test B   *n*   M1 descriptive Median difference (range)   M2 indirect Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]              M3 standard Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]                   M4 Bayesian Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]
  ---------------- -------- -------- ----- ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------
  F2F3F4           FT       TE       2     0.05 (0.04--0.06)                          0.05 \[−0.03 to 0.12\]                                       0.06 \[0.01--0.10\][a](#apt13446-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}        0.05 \[−0.90 to 1.00\]
                   FT       APRI     11    0.04 (−0.06 to 0.12)                       0.05 \[0.00--0.10\]                                          0.05 \[0.02--0.07\][a](#apt13446-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}        0.05 \[0.01--0.08\][b](#apt13446-note-0007){ref-type="fn"}
                   FT       FIB4     2     0.02 (−0.01 to 0.04)                       0.01 \[−0.18 to 0.20\]                                       0.02 \[−0.03 to 0.07\]                                            0.02 \[0.82--0.90\]
                   TE       APRI     10    0.01 (−0.14 to 0.13)                       0.02 \[−0.09 to 0.13\]                                       0.03 \[−0.02 to 0.07\]                                            0.03 \[−0.04 to 0.09\]
                   TE       FIB4     3     −0.03 (−0.13 to 0.15)                      −0.01 \[−0.32 to 0.29\]                                      −0.02 \[−0.13 to 0.10\]                                           −0.01 \[−0.43 to 0.44\]
                   APRI     FIB4     19    0.00 (−0.13 to 0.10)                       0.00 \[−0.04 to 0.05\]                                       0.00 \[−0.02 to 0.03\]                                            0.00 \[−0.03 to 0.03\]
  F4               FT       TE       3     −0.06 (−0.18 to 0.04)                      −0.03 \[−0.11 to 0.06\]                                      −0.04 \[−0.14 to 0.06\]                                           −0.05 \[−0.53 to 0.36\]
                   FT       APRI     6     0.02 (−0.13 to 0.12)                       0.02 \[−0.05 to 0.09\]                                       0.02 \[−0.05 to 0.09\]                                            0.02 \[−0.10 to 0.13\]
                   FT       FIB4     3     0.03 (−0.03 to 0.09)                       0.05 \[−0.04 to 0.14\]                                       0.05 \[0.00--0.11\]                                               0.04 \[−0.24 to 0.31\]
                   TE       APRI     10    0.07 (−0.04 to 0.24)                       0.07 \[0.01--0.13\][a](#apt13446-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}   0.07 \[0.02--0.11\][a](#apt13446-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}        0.07 \[0.01--0.13\][b](#apt13446-note-0007){ref-type="fn"}
                   TE       FIB4     4     0.13 (−0.01 to 0.25)                       0.09 \[−0.03 to 0.21\]                                       0.11 \[−0.03 to 0.25\]                                            0.11 \[−0.16 to 0.40\]
                   APRI     FIB4     15    −0.03 (−0.10 to 0.10)                      −0.02 \[−0.07 to 0.03\]                                      −0.04 \[−0.05 to −0.02\][a](#apt13446-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}   −0.03 \[−0.05 to −0.01\][b](#apt13446-note-0007){ref-type="fn"}

Statistically significant difference for confidence interval (not including 0; *P* \< 0.05).

Bayesian pooled AUROC difference, considered as statistically significant when credibility interval not included 0.
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###### 

Direct comparisons of biomarkers performance in Only‐B patients (*n* = 63)

  Fibrosis stage   Test A   Test B   *n*   M1 descriptive Median difference (range)   M2 indirect Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]                M3 Standard Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]                M4 Bayesian Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]
  ---------------- -------- -------- ----- ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
  F2F3F4           FT       TE       6     0.04 (−0.07 to 0.14)                       0.05 \[−0.08 to 0.18\]                                         0.07 \[0.01--0.13\][a](#apt13446-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     0.06 \[−0.05 to 0.14\]
                   FT       APRI     7     0.10 (−0.06 to 0.18)                       0.07 \[0.02--0.13\][a](#apt13446-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     0.07 \[0.01--0.14\][a](#apt13446-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     0.08 \[−0.01 to 0.17\]
                   FT       FIB4     2     0.06 (0.03--0.08)                          0.05 \[−0.06 to 0.16\]                                         0.05 \[−0.06 to 0.16\]                                         0.05 \[−0.86 to 0.99\]
                   TE       APRI     3     0.13 (−0.01 to 0.25)                       0.11 \[−0.10 to 0.33\]                                         0.13 \[0.02--0.24\][a](#apt13446-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     0.13 \[−0.30 to 0.55\]
                   TE       FIB4     2     0.12 (0.08--0.15)                          0.12 \[−0.04 to 0.28\]                                         0.09 \[0.03 to 0.15\][a](#apt13446-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}   0.10 \[−0.94 to 1.00\]
                   APRI     FIB4     14    −0.03 (−0.10 to 0.05)                      −0.03 \[−0.08 to 0.01\]                                        −0.03 \[−0.07 to 0.00\]                                        −0.03 \[−0.07 to 0.01\]
  F4               FT       TE       5     0.01 (−0.03 to 0.07)                       0.05 \[−0.03 to 0.13\]                                         0.04 \[−0.01 to 0.09\]                                         0.03 \[−0.06 to 0.11\]
                   FT       APRI     6     0.10 (−0.05 to 0.35)                       0.13 \[0.02--0.24\][a](#apt13446-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     0.11 \[0.03--0.20\][a](#apt13446-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     0.11 \[−0.02 to 0.24\]
                   FT       FIB4     2     0.09 (0.07--0.11)                          0.09 \[−0.03 to 0.21\]                                         0.09 \[−0.03 to 0.20\]                                         0.09 \[−0.92 to 1.00\]
                   TE       APRI     4     0.11 (−0.06 to 0.37)                       0.12 \[−0.05 to 0.29\]                                         0.12 \[−0.04 to 0.29\]                                         0.13 \[−0.21 to 0.48\]
                   TE       FIB4     2     0.17 (0.13--0.20)                          0.18 \[0.06 to 0.29\][a](#apt13446-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}   0.19 \[0.11 to 0.27\][a](#apt13446-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}   0.18 \[−0.73 to 1.00\]
                   APRI     FIB4     10    −0.05 (−0.24 to 0.06)                      −0.05 \[−0.14 to 0.03\]                                        −0.04 \[−0.09 to 0.01\]                                        −0.05 \[−0.11 to 0.02\]

Statistically significant difference for confidence interval (not including 0; *P* \< 0.05).

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

###### 

Direct comparisons of biomarkers performance in Mixed‐CB patients (*n* = 34)

  Fibrosis Stage   Test A   Test B   *n*   M1 descriptive Median difference (range)   M2 indirect Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]   M3 standard Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]                M4 Bayesian Pooled AUROC difference \[CI~95%~\]
  ---------------- -------- -------- ----- ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
  F2F3F4           FT       TE       7     0.00 (−0.10 to 0.08)                       0.03 \[−0.02 to 0.09\]                            0.05 \[0.01 to 0.09\][a](#apt13446-note-0010){ref-type="fn"}   0.04 \[−0.04 to 0.10\]
                   FT       APRI     3     0.05 (0.01--0.11)                          0.04 \[−0.02 to 0.11\]                            0.05 \[0.01--0.08\][a](#apt13446-note-0010){ref-type="fn"}     0.05 \[−0.24 to 0.36\]
                   FT       FIB4     1     NA                                         NA                                                NA                                                             NA
                   TE       APRI     4     0.05 (−0.03 to 0.14)                       0.04 \[−0.08 to 0.17\]                            0.03 \[−0.05 to 0.11\]                                         0.04 \[−0.14 to 0.24\]
                   TE       FIB4     1     NA                                         NA                                                NA                                                             NA
                   APRI     FIB4     2     −0.09 (−0.11 to −0.06)                     −0.09 \[−0.22 to 0.03\]                           −0.09 \[−0.21 to 0.02\]                                        −0.09 \[−1.00 to 0.92\]
  F4               FT       TE       5     0.01 (−0.05 to 0.02)                       −0.02 \[−0.06 to 0.03\]                           0.00 \[−0.03 to 0.04\]                                         −0.01 \[−0.10 to 0.07\]
                   FT       APRI     2     0.06 (0.04 to 0.09                         0.04 \[−0.01 to 0.09\]                            0.04 \[−0.01 to 0.09\]                                         0.06 \[−0.88 to 1.00\]
                   FT       FIB4     1     NA                                         NA                                                NA                                                             NA
                   TE       APRI     4     0.08 (−0.07 to 0.25)                       0.04 \[−0.05 to 0.13\]                            0.06 \[−0.07 to 0.18\]                                         0.06 \[−0.20 to 0.36\]
                   TE       FIB4     1     NA                                         NA                                                NA                                                             NA
                   APRI     FIB4     3     −0.12 (−0.12 to −0.04)                     −0.06 \[−0.16 to 0.03\]                           −0.06 \[−0.16 to 0.03\]                                        −0.08 \[−0.42 to 0.24\]

NA, not applicable, only one study.

Statistically significant difference for confidence interval (not including 0; *P* \< 0.05).

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

### Impact of different ITD analyses among Bayesian comparisons (Table S5) {#apt13446-sec-0020}

Only comparisons including TE were modified by ITD2. In All‐CB, the same credible interval differences were observed in favour of FT vs. TE, with higher difference from 0.17(0.08--0.26) to 0.22(0.07--0.37) for advanced fibrosis; for cirrhosis, difference were significant from 0.14(0.03--0.23) to 0.22(0.07--0.37). The significant difference (0.07) observed between TE and APRI for cirrhosis disappeared.

### Impact of per‐protocol method among Bayesian analyses (Table S6) {#apt13446-sec-0021}

In All‐CB, the significant differences between FibroTest and TE for advanced fibrosis disappeared in per‐protocol, and appeared for cirrhosis in favour of TE: 0.07 (0.05--0.10).

### Sensitivity analyses for Bayesian analysis (Tables S7 and S8) {#apt13446-sec-0022}

Significant differences in favour of TE vs. APRI observed for cirrhosis in All‐CB, and in Only‐C, were no more significant after exclusion of the poor quality studies, studies with less than 100 patients, and the studies including special populations.

The difference in favour of FT vs. TE increased for advanced fibrosis from 0.06 (0.02--0.09) to 0.08 (0.05--0.11), when studies with less than 100 patients were excluded. After exclusion of the 12 Mixed‐CB, difference in favour of FT vs. TE was no more significant for advanced fibrosis, in All‐CB but with same difference \[from 0.06(0.02--0.09) to 0.06(0.00--0.11)\]. The exclusion of the only study performed in Only‐C with persistent normal ALT did not change results.

When the five studies with FibroTest non‐independent authors were excluded, for advanced fibrosis, difference between FibroTest and APRI was reduced in Only‐C and no more significant, from 0.05(0.01--0.08) to 0.03(−0.01--0.07). However in All‐CB, significant differences persisted in favour of FibroTest vs. TE and vs. APRI, for advanced fibrosis.

When the three studies with mixed‐CBO patients were excluded, differences remained identical (Table S7).

### Frequentist methods {#apt13446-sec-0023}

In all‐CB, the following significant differences were also observed by frequentist methods in favour of FibroTest vs. TE for advanced fibrosis by M3 \[0.07 (0.05--0.09)\], FibroTest vs. APRI by M2 \[0.06 (0.02--0.09)\] and M3 \[0.05 (0.03--0.07)\]. No‐significant differences were observed for the remaining four comparisons. For cirrhosis, the following five significant differences were also observed by frequentist methods in favour of FibroTest vs. APRI by M2 \[0.07 (0.01--0.13)\], FibroTest vs. FIB4 by M3 \[0.06 (0.01--0.10)\], TE vs. APRI by M2 \[0.08 (0.01--0.14)\] and M3 \[0.07 (0.02--0.13)\], TE vs. FIB4 by M2 \[0.11 (0.03--0.19)\] and M3 \[0.12 (0.03--0.21)\] and FIB4 vs. APRI by M3 \[0.04 (0.02--0.05)\]. No‐significant differences were observed for the remaining comparison (FibroTest vs. TE).

In subpopulations, Only‐C, Only‐B and mixed‐CB, similar differences or trends were observed among subpopulations in comparisons with the overall comparisons.

In Only‐C (Table [2](#apt13446-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}), for four comparisons, significant differences were observed; in favour of FibroTest vs. TE (advanced fibrosis by M3: 0.06), FibroTest vs. APRI (advanced fibrosis by M3: 0.05), TE vs. APRI (cirrhosis by M3: 0.07), and FIB4 vs. APRI (cirrhosis by M3 0.04). No significant differences between tests were observed in eight comparisons.

In Only‐B (Table [3](#apt13446-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}), for six comparisons, significant differences were observed; in favour of FibroTest vs. TE (advanced fibrosis by M3: 0.07); FibroTest vs. APRI by M2--M3 \[advanced fibrosis 0.07--0.11 and cirrhosis (0.13--0.11)\]; TE vs. APRI (advanced fibrosis by M3: 0.13), and TE vs. FIB4 (advanced fibrosis by M2: 0.09 and cirrhosis by M2--M3: 0.18--0.19). No significant differences between tests were observed in six comparisons.

In Mixed‐CB (Table [4](#apt13446-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}), for two comparisons, significant differences were observed; in favour of FibroTest vs. TE \[advanced fibrosis by M3: 0.05 (0.01--0.09)\]; FibroTest vs. APRI (advanced fibrosis by M3: 0.05); and no‐significant differences in the remaining 10 comparisons.

### Summary of Bayesian vs. frequentist pooled results {#apt13446-sec-0024}

Pooled AUROC differences values were similar, especially between the two direct methods Bayesian‐M4 and M3; however, the number of differences reaching the significance level was twice lower for Bayesian‐M4 (7/48 comparisons), vs. (18/48) M3 (Figures [2](#apt13446-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#apt13446-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). For All‐CB, Bayesian‐M4 was discordant with M3 for only two comparisons (out of 12): FibroTest‐FIB4 and TE‐FIB4 for cirrhosis, with borderline differences and small power (twice less studies) than for the concordant results. For Only‐C, there was only one discordance: FibroTest vs. TE for advanced fibrosis (borderline and only two studies). For Only‐B, and Mixed‐CB all comparisons by Bayesian‐M4 were nonsignificant; leading to six and two discordances with M3 respectively.

### Spectrum effect (Table S8, Figure S1) {#apt13446-sec-0025}

There was a significant association between the spectrum of advanced fibrosis estimated by DANA, and the tests' performance assessed by AUROC \[185 comparisons, Spearman correlation (SC) = 0.17; *P* = 0.02\], the higher associations being observed for FIB4 comparisons: vs. APRI (SC/*P*‐value 0.37/0.03), vs. FibroTest (0.75/0.01) and vs. TE (0.57/0.09).

Discussion {#apt13446-sec-0026}
==========

This overview of the four most frequently used fibrosis tests in CHC and CHB, is the first to focus only on direct comparisons, performed in ITD, and using a Bayesian approach. These methods permitted statistical comparisons and ranking of these four tests. When compared with previous overviews, this pilot design had major advantages but still limitations.

Advantages {#apt13446-sec-0027}
----------

The first advantage of direct vs. indirect comparison was the reduction in spectrum effects, and of other causes of clinical diversity, as inter‐patient variability disappeared. Due to the binary definition of advanced fibrosis[32](#apt13446-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#apt13446-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} and the heterogeneity of cirrhosis stage,[34](#apt13446-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#apt13446-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} the spectrum effect is a major source of misleading interpretation when AUROCs are indirectly compared. The classification of test performance according to category of AUROCs (e.g. 0.90--1.0 classified as 'excellent', and less than 0.70 as 'poor') can be misleading when assessed by indirect comparisons.[9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Indeed and as previously described,[32](#apt13446-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} we observed that, when the prevalence of each fibrosis stage varied widely as in the FibroTest vs. FIB4 studies, the AUROCs for identifying advanced fibrosis could vary from 0.64 to 0.80 (Table S8, Figure S1). Using direct comparisons, we did not need 'adjusted' AUROCs based on a standardised distribution of fibrosis stages (DANA) as well as Obuchowski measures,[9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#apt13446-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#apt13446-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} as the prevalences of fibrosis stages were the same, each patients being his own control.

The second advantage was to take into account the test applicability. Due to the low applicability of TE (80%) a fair comparison with blood tests, needed ITD.[36](#apt13446-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} In the present overview, TE applicability (87%) was in the range observed in CHC and CHB. For the first time TE was directly compared, in ITD, to validated blood tests. We clearly confirmed the absence of significant pooled differences between TE and FibroTest for identifying cirrhosis,[5](#apt13446-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} contrarily to several isolated studies, reviews or editorials,[36](#apt13446-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#apt13446-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#apt13446-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#apt13446-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore for identifying advanced fibrosis, we observed significant differences in favour of FibroTest vs. TE, both the operator effect and activity false positive are other main limitations for TE.[31](#apt13446-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#apt13446-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#apt13446-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#apt13446-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#apt13446-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#apt13446-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#apt13446-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Despite ITD, TE had higher performances than APRI and FIB4, both for identifying advanced fibrosis or cirrhosis. Pooled analyses 'per‐protocol', would have overestimated the performance of TE, whatever the statistical method used. The performances of TE were even worse, when another ITD method was used (Table S5). The applicability of FibroTest was in the range (96.5%) of tertiary centres studies. In large population, the applicability rate of Fibrotest was 99%.[41](#apt13446-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Applicability remained to be assessed for APRI and FIB4 as ALT and AST varied according to numerous nonfibrosis injuries, definitions of upper limit of normal and age.[31](#apt13446-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#apt13446-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#apt13446-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#apt13446-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}

The third advantage was the introduction of the Bayesian method for the first time in an overview of fibrosis tests as performed for CHB treatments.[20](#apt13446-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} This approach overcame some limitations of the frequentist methods, mainly the risk of false‐positive conclusion, and an estimate of a credibility interval more useful for ranking several tests in lieu of *P*‐values of frequentist methods.[22](#apt13446-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#apt13446-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Bayesian approach also allowed overcoming the lack of information about the unknown relationships (covariance) between tests.

Moreover, informative priors can be used when there is prior knowledge (e.g. expert opinion, or previous studies) leading to have a stronger influence on the posterior distribution and hence on the estimate. According to our works demonstrating the impact of spectrum effect and applicability on AUROCs,[18](#apt13446-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} as well as the conclusions of Chou *et al*. overview, which was mainly descriptive despite several rankings,[9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} (Data S3) we have considered the prior distribution as not informative. The only conclusion for direct comparisons in this overview was a difference in AUROCs favour of FT vs. APRI but without statistical test.

Due to this reduction in variability, for the first time, it was possible to assess the statistical significance of the differences between the AUROCs, observed in direct comparisons between these three blood tests, and vs. TE, with a maximum of power for the primary endpoint in all‐CB population. Therefore, it was possible to rank these tests according to their differences in diagnostic performances, contrarily to previous overviews separately performed in CHC or CHB, and using frequentist methods in indirect comparisons.[3](#apt13446-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#apt13446-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#apt13446-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#apt13446-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#apt13446-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}

In a Bayesian framework, comparison between two diagnostic tests, which had never been compared in a publication, can be performed as they had been compared to another diagnostic test. This should be performed when more direct comparisons will be available. More than 30 new tests (blood or imaging) for identifying advanced fibrosis in CHC and CHB have become available within the past decade.[4](#apt13446-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#apt13446-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#apt13446-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#apt13446-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#apt13446-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Studies comparing these tests directly have been limited to 2--10 at a time, whereas traditional meta‐analytic techniques were limited to comparisons of two tests. This has left clinicians to make their own judgments about the relative performances of tests, for which head‐to‐head comparisons have not been available.

Our results, using a more appropriate methodology, could challenge the conclusions of recent tests' overviews in viral hepatitis.

In CHC, one extensive overview of blood tests direct comparisons (without ITD), used descriptive methods without statistical tests and concluded 'APRI was associated with a slightly lower AUROC than FibroTest for fibrosis (18 studies; median difference, −0.03; range, −0.10 to 0.07), but there was no difference for cirrhosis (seven studies; median difference, 0.0; range, −0.04 to 0.06)'.[9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Another recent frequentist overview (indirect comparisons without ITD) of fibrosis biomarker concluded, 'APRI and FIB‐4, fail to classify a significant proportion of patients who fall into the grey zone of indeterminate values. Proprietary non‐invasive tests with the possible exception of FibroTest, are insufficiently validated in independent cohorts. The increasingly used FibroScan does not have validated cutoffs for specific fibrosis stages. Therefore, non‐invasive tests need better‐quality studies and further validation, particularly for the diagnosis of moderate fibrosis.'[10](#apt13446-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

In CHB, a recent frequentist overview of 30 studies (13 with direct comparisons), concluded 'The heterogeneity of APRI for detecting significant fibrosis was affected by median age, and for cirrhosis was affected by aetiology. On the basis of the analysis, we claim that FibroTest has excellent diagnostic accuracy for identification of HBV‐related significant fibrosis and cirrhosis. FIB‐4 has modest benefits and may be suitable for wider scope implementation.'[13](#apt13446-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} For CHB, the 2015 WHO report concluded after a frequentist overview of non‐invasive tests (indirect comparisons): APRI is recommended as the preferred non‐invasive test to assess for the presence of cirrhosis (APRI score \>2 in adults) in resource‐limited settings. TE (e.g. FibroScan) or FibroTest may be the preferred non‐invasive tests in settings, where they are available and cost is not a major constraint.[4](#apt13446-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

Therefore, our Bayesian analyses in ITD of direct comparisons in CHC and CHB, the primary outcome, permitted to reinforce the evidence in favour of FibroTest vs. APRI and TE for the diagnosis of advanced fibrosis, already suggested but not claimed by the previous overviews. However, mainly due to the ITD our analysis concluded in the absence of difference between the performances of FibroTest and TE for the diagnosis of cirrhosis (Table [3](#apt13446-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The lower performances of biomarkers using ALT or AST (FIB4 and APRI) were rational as they are both limited by the false‐positive cases induced by activity and the variability in definitions of transaminase ULN for APRI.[31](#apt13446-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#apt13446-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}

We recognised the absence of significant difference between TE and FT for detecting cirrhosis or fibrosis in subpopulations including only CHC and CHB. However, two recommendations of recent EASL‐ALEH guidelines referring to 'viral hepatitis' can be challenged, at least for FT and in ITD. 'TE and serum biomarkers have equivalent performance for detecting significant fibrosis in patients with viral hepatitis' and 'TE is the most accurate non‐invasive method for detecting cirrhosis in patients with viral hepatitis'.

The fourth advantage was the robustness of main results (Table S7). The lower performances of APRI vs. TE and vs. FIB4 for cirrhosis, and the absence of significant difference between TE and FibroTest for cirrhosis (from 0.00 to −0.01), persisted in all sensitivity analyses. The higher performance of FibroTest vs. TE in advanced fibrosis was nonsignificant, only after exclusion of Mixed‐CB, which did not decrease the median difference, but enlarged the credibility interval.

Limitations {#apt13446-sec-0028}
-----------

We acknowledge that our pilot overview was not complete, as we reviewed only the four most frequently used tests. This choice was justified by the limited number of direct comparisons and by the pragmatic need for clinicians to clarify ranking between these tests performances.[3](#apt13446-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#apt13446-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#apt13446-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#apt13446-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Update of direct comparisons\' overview will be necessary. This will be particularly interesting for the new elastography methods, which could have better applicability than TE.[43](#apt13446-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}

Variation in cut‐off values is the main source of heterogeneity in diagnostic studies. We were not able to assess pooled sensitivity and specificity as recommended,[44](#apt13446-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} as among the 71 studies included (77 groups), the remaining number of groups giving predetermined cut‐offs results was far too small, *n* = 15 (13 F2F3F4 and 2 F4), to permit appropriate bivariate pooled analyses of sensitivity and specificity (Table S2, Figure S2).

As FIB4 cut‐offs were initially validated for F3F4 and not for F2F3F4 of F4 diagnosis, specific validations were needed before comparing performance to FT or APRI.[28](#apt13446-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} We were also not able to use an elegant recent method proposed for ITD analysis which recommended to consider the patients with non‐evaluable results (failure or nonreliable results) in the group of false positive if the reference (here biopsy) is positive and in the group of false negative if the reference is negative.[19](#apt13446-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Among the 71 studies included, 17 had non‐interpretable results and among them, only three studies gave details of fibrosis stages at biopsy (Table S9).

We acknowledge the possible conflict of interest. The sensitivity analyses excluding non‐independent gave similar results at one exception. In Only‐C, the Bayesian credibility interval between FibroTest and APRI (advanced fibrosis) became no more significant and therefore also justify updates of such overviews.

The relatively small number of studies was a limitation, and results obtained for comparisons with fewer than four studies, frequent for FIB4, should be confirmed in further studies. The weaker results were therefore those obtained for comparisons between FIB4 vs. FibroTest and FIB4 vs. TE. However, it was reassuring to observe homogeneous trends for differences according to aetiology between Only‐C and Only‐B groups. Ideally, a pooling of studies with individual data could enhance the quality of such overviews. We succeeded in doing that for our first overviews, but it was no longer possible afterwards due to the increasing number of publications.[15](#apt13446-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#apt13446-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

Here, the reference for AUROCs estimates was biopsy, which is far from a perfect reference, with 25% variability between fibrosis stages even for a 25 mm specimen length. Few studies had obtained greater AUROC than 0.90 only because, there was a spectrum effect or the number of patients was too small with a huge CI. If a study included a high number of patients, and if the analysis takes into account the spectrum effect, the AUROC estimate will converge to the maximum possible AUROC according to the size of the biopsy.[45](#apt13446-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} In the absence of large surgical biopsy, it is not possible to reach greater AUROCs than 0.90, even for a perfect biomarker.[46](#apt13446-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} In this context of reference variability, the statistically significant median differences observed between AUROCs, between 0.04 and 0.12, are probably also clinically relevant for the choice of clinicians. As already observed by previous overviews,[9](#apt13446-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} the majority of included studies were fair and poor quality, and progress in such diagnostic studies are expected with more specialised recommendations (Table S2).[47](#apt13446-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}

We did not include all indirect comparisons in a mixed Bayesian approach due to the high number of publications, and the risk of heterogeneity. We also acknowledge that we used multiple comparisons and frequentist tests, which increased the risk of statistically significance just by chance. However, we focused on the primary end point, the pooled direct AUROC differences, assessed by the Bayesian method (M4) in ITD and in studies pooling CHC and CHB, with the maximum of power, and used the credibility interval, which reduces the risk of false‐positive conclusions.[22](#apt13446-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#apt13446-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}

Another limitation was the absence of pooling the results of prognostic studies. Others and we have already published such meta‐analyses, which suggest better prognostic values of FibroTest vs. APRI and FIB4, and values similar to TE in per‐protocol, but better in ITD1; updates are needed however.[21](#apt13446-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#apt13446-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#apt13446-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Last, we focused only on the diagnostic performances without comparing the cost benefits or the efficiency of these tests, which will require specific overviews.

In conclusion, pooling AUROCs differences in direct comparisons, analysed in ITD with Bayesian methods, permitted to improve the evidence based comparisons between the three most frequently used fibrosis blood tests and TE. Similar rankings were observed in CHC and CHB. APRI had lower performances than FIB‐4, TE and FibroTest. TE had lower performance than FibroTest for identifying advanced fibrosis in viral hepatitis when CHC and CHB were pooled, without significant difference for identifying cirrhosis.
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